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SILVER CITY, X. M., WEDNESDAY,

THE TULLOCH DISTRICT.
A New

Mining District With a Bright
Future.

Old Milium

Aro Developing CliilniR and
Are Confident That It Will bo a
lilg Camp.

For some time past there lias been
considerable work going on in that part
of the Cow springs mining district which
is in the immediate vicinity of Dave
Tulloch's ranch, but recently there has
been quite an addition to the number of
miners at work and this week a meeting
will be held there by the miners for the
purpose of establishing a new mining
district to be known as the Tulloch dis
trict. The new district will he ten or
twelve miles square and will take in a
considerable portion of what has been
known as the Cow springs district.
Plenty of water for milling purposes
can lie obtained from wells and at no
great depth and it is expected that a
mill will be erected and ready for oper
ation early in the spring.
All of the mines now being opened in
this district look promising. The ore is
generally a good grade of copper carry.
ing free gold to the extent of from $8 to
$10 a ton.

F. M. Galloway and S. A. Alexander,
who have been working at Gold Hill
and who started in to work in the new
camp but a few days ago. have struck
what they consider one of the most prom.
ising mines in the county. Their mine
is alwut a mile below-- Donaldson's steam
pump and they have opened the vein for
about 150 feet. The vein is about 9 feet
wide and there are from 4
to 5 feet
of free milling gold ore between the
walls. They have shipped a sample of
the ore to Deming and are awaiting re
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5 CENTS

developing a claim northeast of Tulloch's
DOINGS AT CENTRAL.
ranch which is showing up a good grade
of copper ore with gold enough to pay
Noway
Noten
From Our Neighboring
for mining and milling.
Town,
Whitney and Rowlee arc working a
Central, N. M Feb. 18. Not hav
claim about two miles north of Tulloch's
where they have a vein about 18 inches ing seen anything from this part of tho
in width. The ore runs about $30 a ton country in quite awhile I will drop you
few lines.
in gold.
Things are very quiet in mining mat
Frank Bisbee has another claim two
ters at this place.
miles northeast of Tulloch's which promIt is rumored that the McAlister Bros.
ises to become a valuable mine. The
will
soon bond their mine on White
ore is copper and carries about $10 a ton
Water to a syndicate in Texes.
in coarse gold.
Mrs. Henry McAlister died at her
One of the best copper claims in the
home
in this city the 9th inst. of dropsy
camp is owned by John Jeffords. The
buried in the Silver City
was
and
claims is near Tulloch's ranch and the
ore runs from 25 to HO per cent, copper.
Chas. Chapín had the misfortune to
It also carries some gold.
have
two sacks of rich gold ore stolen
Some of the hese locations made in the
from
his and McAlister's mine Sunday
new camp have been made within the
Tho thief or thieves seemed to
night.
past few weeks and there are doubtless
of candles and powder as they
in
be
need
many other promising claims waiting to
a
took
supply of each.
quite
be developed. By the time the new
Walters a young man of
Andrew
Mr.
num
a
mill is completed there will be
of Judge John Walters,
son
city.and
this
ber of mines developed sulliciently to
is soon to be married to a young lady
determine their value.
from Mexico.
Mrs. Geo. Helde and Mrs. M. E. Rog
The A. O. V. W. Hall.
visited Silver City Monday.
ers,
One of the grandest balls ever given in
Mrs. Ben Graves and daughter-in-laSouthern New Mexico was given at
Newcomb's hall last Friday evening by Mrs. Thos. Ewing, were in Silver City
the Silver City lodge A. O. U. W. There Monday purchasing groceries and cookwere about 400 people present and it is ing implements for the hotel business at
said by those who ought to know that this place.
It is rumored that there is soon to ixj
there were over 300 persons on the floor
in town between a young
wedding
dancing at ono time.
A bountiful repast was served to which mining man and a young lady of this
the dancers did ample justice. Dancing place.
II. J. Hutchinson took in tho Ivanhoe
was kept up until daylight on Saturday
works Saturday and says it is a
smelting
morning and it is safe to say that there
were more people in Silver City who grand sight.
Your correspondent understands that
took breakfast last Saturday about din
ner time than there has been beforo for the miners have all been laid off at the
Ivanhoe mines for a few days on account
many a day.
The entire affair was well managed of too much ore Ixsing on tho ground.
The Central Shakespeare club will
and a great deal of credit is due the

members of the lodge for getting up the
George Dickinson is at work on
ball. It is not too much to say that it
claim above Tulloch's ranch and he has was the event of the season and that
from 5 to 6 feet of copper ore carrying will be pleasantly remembered by the
gold. The mine looks very promising hundreds of people who were in attend
Frank Bisbee, who has spent a good anee.
many years at mining in the Lone
The weather last week was rather se
mountain district, has been at work in vere on professional tourists who are
the new camp several weeks and has
wintering on the routes of travel in the
fine showing.
He commenced on
southwest.
stringer about the width of one's finger
Tho election of 'officers of tho Grant
but now it has widened out into a vein county charity hospital last week caused
18 inches wide of good ore.
about as mucn excitement m mu cuy
Dave Tulloch and Wes Williams are as a general election.
turns.

PRICE

give a poverty ball next Friday evening
and a big time is expected.
IdNIS

Fatuus.

The cold snap which broke upon the
Rio Grande valley on Tuesday evening
last still lingers with us. It is 35 years
or so ago since tho old residents of Albuquerque, have seen such a heavy snow
fall in this section, and they cannot remember the mercury ever getting down
to 14 degrees below zero, which it did on

Thursday

night.

Albuquerque
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JUDGE GIDEON
AVhat

the
A

D.

BANTZ.

Say of the Appointment.

Newflpnpent

80UKCE

OF GRATIFICATION,

It is a source of much gratification to
true democrats that the president found
it convenient to adhere to the homo rule
proposition in selecting a member of the
territorial supreme bench as Judge Fall's
successor.
The naming of Gideon D.
Bantz for that responsible position not
only meets with the unqualified approval of New Mexico's democracy, but the
masses in general can endorse it with
hearty good will. The appointee has
been a resident of New Mexico for ten
years, during which time he has occupied
an honored position as a member of the
bar, and while always a consistent and
staunch believer in the tenets of democracy, and a faithful party worker, he has
never permitted a partisan spirit to warp
his judgement or to interfere with a
duty either public or private. Mr.
Bantz is a native of St. Louis. He received his education there in Washington university, and at the Christian
Bros' college and studied law with the
famous Krums, graduating from the law
department of Washington university in
1877. Coming to New Mexico in 1886,
he has since made his home in Silver
City. He is a man of family ; is possessed of wide experience in business affairs, though yet comparatively a young
man, and has long been recognized as
one of the ablest members of the southern New Mexican bar. In all respects
his appointment is to be commended.
New Mexican.
CONFIRM HIM IMMEDIATELY.

The president, yesterday, sent the following
nomination to the senate:
Gideon D. Bantz, of Silver City, N. M.,
to be associate justice of the supreme
court of New Mexico.
Confirmation
should be immediate. The term for one
important court in that district, has already passed over, by reason of delay in
the appointment. Las Vegas Optic.
A

MODEL JUSTICE.

Gideon D. Bantz of Silver City, who
has been nominated by the president to
be associate justice of the supremo court
of New Mexico, vice Albert B. Fall, resigned, is possessed of exceptional ability,
and has long been known as a leading
democrat of the southern portion of the
territory. He will make a model as-
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Silver City, to the position of presiding
judge of the third judicial district and
associate justice of the supreme court of
New Mexico is one which meets with
approval seldom, if ever, accorded. Mr.
Bantz has those elements of popularity,
which makes his success a source of the
the greatest satisfaction to every friend.
The new judge has for years distinguished himself by his ability and learning as a lawyer and will fill his new position with credit to himself and constituents. Mr. Bantz is a democrat whose
integrity and party work, made the appointment one of deserving reward.
Headlight.
GIVES GENERAL

SATISFACTION,

President Cleveland this week appointed Hon. Gideon D. Bantz judge of
the third judicial district to succeed
Judge Fall, resigned. Judge Bantz is a
very prominent and highly esteemed
lawyer of Silver City, and a leader in
the democratic party. The appointment gives general satisfaction here.
Sierra County Advocate.
AN EXCELLENT

NOMINATION.

The president has nominated Gideon
I). Bantz, of Silver City, N. M., as associate justice of the supreme court of New
Mexico and judge of the third judicial
district vice Judge A. B. Fall resigned.
The nomination is an excellent one and
Mr. Bantz will be gladly welcomed to
the bench by the people of the 3d
district. Black Range.
A

GOOD LAWYER.

Hon. Gideon D. Bantz, of Silver City,
has been appointed associate judge of
the supreme court of New Mexico and
will become judge of the third judicial
district as successor to Judge Fall. The
members of the bar here are highly
pleased with this appointment, as they
say Judge Bantz is a good lawyer and a
gentleman of unquestioned integrity.
Our lawyers express confidence in judge
Bantz's purpose to administer the law
impartially and honestly and feel sure
that, ho will never allow himself to
dabbling in politics. We congratulate
the new judge and wish him success,
Bio Grande Republican.
1

CAME TO SEEK

HIS FORTUNE.

Gideon D. Bantz was
appointed
associate justice of the supreme court of
New Mexico. A dozen years ago Mr.
Bantz was a young law student in the
ollice of Kruni & Krum, of St. Louis.
sociate justice of supreme court. Albu- He was educated in St. Louis, and was
admitted to the bar there. In company
querque Democrat.
with half a dozen other St Louisans,
A OOOI) JUIHiE.
Mr. Bantz went to New Mexico to seek
Judge Bantz, the successor of Judge Fall, his fortune at the time there was an
awakening of interest in the mines of
is a resident of Silver City and one of the
that territory. He settled in Silver City,
ablest lawyers in the territory. lie will and has remained there. Mr. Bantz
make a good judge. Albuquerque Cit- succeeds Justice A. B. Fall, a democrat,
against whom considerable complaint
izen.
was made immediately following the
A SOURCE OF SATISFACTION.
November election. St Louis
The appointment of G. D. Bantz, of
to-d-

The

Cliff

Dwellers.

Representative Carr introduced a bill
into the house which provides that it
shall be unlawful for any person or persons to destroy, tear down, remove or
carry away any part of the remains of
the habitations of tho ancient cliff dwellers in any part of this territory ; and
any persons, who shall destroy or tear
down, remove or carry away any of tho
remains of the habitations of the ancient
cliff dwellers, or any part thereof, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
upon conviction thereof, in any court,
shall be fined not less than twenty-fiv- e
dollars nor more than one hundred dollars, or be imprisoned in the comity jail
not less than thirty days nor more than
six months, or punished by both such
fine and imprisonment in the discretion
of the court trying the case.
The bill was withdrawn by Mr. Carr,
with the permission of the house, with
the following remarks :
"Since introducing a bill to prevent
the destruction of the remains of the
habitations of the ancient cliff dwellers
in New Mexico I have been informed
that provisions of the laws of the United
States fully cover the object of the bill,
and that the secretary of the interior
lias power to enforce that law, and that
the Smithsonian institute at Washington
takes special interest in bringing violations of such provisions of the United
States statutes to the notice of the proper
authorities. Being thus informed I ask
unanimous consent to withdraw II. B.
No. 101 from the further consideration
of this house."
This information may be of interest to
many persons in this part of New Mexico where there are so many of the habitations of the cliff dwellers and where so
many of the relies of these jxiople are
to be found.

Heretofore it has been a common practice for people to take from these dwellings and carry away whatever of interest
they happened to find there. Many of
these relics, it is true, have found their
way into scientific institutions and not
a few have been sent to the Smithsonian
institution at Washington. Among the
more interesting relics which have been
sent from this country was a mummy
which was discovered some years ago
near the Gila hot springs and sent cast
by Prof. Webster. This mummy was
almost perfectly preserved and photographs of it were taken before it was
sent east.
The bill which Mr. Carr introduced
shows that he is taking a lively interest,
in the proper preservation of these unción; habitations.
The mercury got down as low as 10
degrees below zero last night, the lowest
for ten years. The coldest moment ever
recorded by the Santa Fe weather bureau
is 13 degrees so it will be seen that there
is ollicial sanction for the remark that
this is "most extraordinary weather for
Santa Fc New Mexican.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Newsy

Notes of Happenings
Local.

rlHt of Heixltihlo I'lirngraplift

Our sunny Italian climate had a severe chill last week and for a couple of
days the temperature was too cold to enPurely courage house flies to annoy people with
bald heads. "It's an ill wind that blows
nobody good."

The searchers for the buried treasure
on Chihuahua hill are working faithfully in the expectation of unearthing a big
fortune. If it should he discovered it
Born, in this city, on Thursday, Feb- will pay for a great deal of hard work in
ruary 14, 1895, to the wife of Gurdon prospecting the hill for it.
Assessor Childers will commence makBradley, a daughter.
Aaron Schutz has finished the remov- ing the assessments of the property of
al of his stock to the Bank Building the county in a few days. He expects
Bazaar where he is ready to supply the to get along with very little assistance
outside of the ollice. J. J. Sheridan will
wants of his customers.
attend to the work in the ollice here.
Most of our citizens were rememliered
W. M. Murphey has reduced the fare
hy their friendslaHtValentineday. Some
of the valentines sent could hardly he from this place to Mogollón to $" and is
running his stage daily. Mail goes three
considered works of art.
times a week yet but a change will be
The Silver Social club will celebrate
made soon which will give Mogollón and
Washington's birthday by giving a dance
intermediate points mail six times a
next Friday afternoon for the little folks
week.
and another in the evening for the larger
The snows which have fallen during
ones.
the past six weeks will insure a good
The people at Mogollón are all anxious
water supply for stock and for milling
to have that part of Socorro county anpurposes for the best part of the season.
nexed to Grant and it looks now as
There is little prospect of a scarcity of
though they might realize their hopes in
water unless the rainy season should be
Which

Should Not lie Overlooked
lly Our Hi nders.

lliis direction.

unusually late next summer.

Miss Bessie Payne, sister of Mrs. Gur
The completion of the telephone line
don Bradley, of this city, died at Lords-bur- g
between
this place and Mogollón lias
of
Wednesday
consumption.
last
delayed on account of the failure of
Miss Payne was well known in this city been
w here she had many friends who mourn the contractor to deliver poles as rapidly
as was exacted.
The ollicers of the
her untimely death.
company expected to have the line in
Up to the middle of January this winoperation by the first of March, but this
ter had been a very mild one but the
expectation will hardly he realized.
weather the latter part of last week was
Last Friday morning was the coldest
enough to make up for all of the previous
mildness. Such weather ought to reduce which has leen kiiown here for more
than ten years. The thermometer rethe price of ice next summer.
two degreas below zero in differgistered
A horse was stolen from the Metcalf
of town and this is the lowest
ent
parts
ranch on the Mangas last week. The
fellow who appropriated the horse rode
him to the top of the hill near the cemeteries hut the trail was lost there and it
is uncertain which direction he took.

(Jerónimo Not Coining Huek.
There has been much talk and so many
rumors of late regarding the removal of
Gerónimo and his Apache followers back
to Arizona and very recently a rumor
which had received some credence was

put into circulation last Thursday, at
Pluenix, that the war department had
recommended that Fort Thomas reservation be set apart for Gerónimo and his
band of Apache followers, and that they
were to he released at once and placed
thereon, that on Friday Governorllughes
telegraphed the secretary of war as to
the truth of these reports, and received
the following reply:
Washington, Feb. 9, 189").
Hon. L. C. Hughes, governor, Pluenix
A. T.

There

is no intention of removing Apaches from Sill.
Panmhi, S. Lamont.
Signed
This ought to silence the idle rumors
which have lieen put into circulation
about once a week for the last year,which
returned (Jerónimo and his band to Arizona. The fact is the war department
has never had the least intention- of returning the Apaches to this territory.
Tucson Star.
-

Ilevy

Snow Full.

rising barometer at noon today indicates the termination of the
most general three days' snow storm the
west lias experienced m years. It lias
bi'i'ii su
in' nil nvi'r Xew Mcxiiin and
nortl1 throughout the Uocky mountains
1 he snowfall here up to noon was ten
inches, the heaviest since December,
1891, when in three days the fall
A telephone
amounted to one foot.
message from the Cochiti country says
twenty-on- e
inches of snow has fallen at
Allerton while at Bland City it is two
and a half feet deep on the level.
In the Santa Fe mountains ami on the
headwaters of the Rio Grande more snow
is now in sight than for live years past.
A rapidly

i

u-- i

Xew Mexican.

Fargo's $2.50

temperature which has been registered
here since the winter of 1884 when the
thermometer when down to eight degrees
below zero.

Grant county attorneys have been
going to Las Cruces for a good many
years when they had any business liefore
the court in vacation, hut now the order
of things will be reversed and Pona Ana
county attorneys will come to Silver
The cold wave which struck New Mex- City. This may not please the Las
ico last week was pretty rough on stock. Cruces attorneys as well as it does t he
Such reports as have been received in- attorneys here.
dicate that the losses were pretty heavy
The work which is lieing done by the
on the ranges where the feed has been Confidence mill at Mogollón is entirely
short and the cattle are in poor condi- satisfactory and if nothing happens to
tion.
oblige the company to close down, this
down
last mill will be one of the largest producers
The Pacific mill was closed
Friday for want of ore. There is plenty of gold and silver bullion in Xew Mexico
of ore at the mine but the weather had this year. There is an immense amount
been so bad for a few days previous to of ore in sight in the mine and it has
the shut down that no ore was hauled to lieen tested thoroughly enough to determine the fact that it can be mined and
the mill, and the ore reserve was
milled at a good profit.

The law prohibiting the sale of cigars,
tobacco, cheroots and cigarettes to minors
under 18 years of age in this territory is
now in effect, having received the signature of the governor. Tobacco dealers
should govern themselves accordingly.

3
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...Shoes...
C. H. FARGO

& CO.

198-20- 0

.

mfrs.
MARKET

ST. CHICAGO

For Sale by

C.C. Shoemaker.
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PERSONAL
Mention

Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Thompson were
in from the Mimbres last week and re

PALAVER.

of People You

Do and

Do

Not Know.
Other Interesting Mutter Which Can
Read With Profit Ily All Our
Townspeople.
MÍB8

Ida

ISO

Swift has been very ill at St.

Louis.
New goods just received at Robinson's.
C. L. Cantly went up to Santa Fe last
week.
Col. S. P. Carpenter was in town this
week.

If you want a Parlor stove go to
inson's.

FEBRUARY 20, 1895.

Rob-

W. II. Newcomb was out to Mogollón
last week.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Maher's.
Ed. Elrage was in from the Mangas
last Friday.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
KODinsons.
Miss Hallie Neff is visiting her sister,

turned home Sunday morning.
Send in your subscription to The
Eagle and get the World Almanac free.
See our offer on another page.
Mrs. Kachles, who has been here vis
iting her sister, Mrs. Kilburn, has re
turned to her home at El Paso.
Mrs. John Arscott, who has been
visiting Mrs. J. J. Kelly, has gone to
California to visit Mrs. Essinger.
Mrs. Hinkle wife of Representative
Hinkle, of Lincoln county, will be the
guest of Mrs. P. B. Lady several days.
Wm. Brahm was in from his ranch
last week. He remained to attend the
dance given by the A. 0. U. W. lodge.
The celebrated Wilson Heaters, the
most economical Heating Stove manufactured, can be found only at Neff's.
Uall and see them.
H. J. Hutchinson was over from CenThe cold wave
tral last Saturday.
struck Central as well as the rest of the
places in Grant county.
Library Lamps, Banquet Lamps and a
large variety of Plain and Ornamental
Lamps, at lower prices than can be
found elsewhere, at Neff's.
John Head was down from Pinos Altos
last Friday. He reported that the temperature up there was three degrees
below zero at 7 o'clock Friday morning.
Subscribers to The Eagle can get the
World Almanac free by paving a year's
subscription in advance. Head the advertisement on another page.

Judge Bantz returned last week from
Santa Fe where he had been in attendance at a meeting of the territorial bar
association. He was at the territorial
capital when the news of his nomination
for judge of this district was received.
Frank Jones, who went to San Francisco with a Chinaman some time ago,
returned home last Sunday. He saw his
charge Bafely aboard the ocean steamer
with about 50 others who were bound for
the Flowery kingdom never to return to
the United States.
We can give you inside prices on all
publications. Call and leave your subscriptions. Nolans, opposite postotlice.
Publishers Regular Subscription Prices
on Leading Dailies are as follows per
month :
85c.
St. Louis Daily Globe Democrat
65c.
St. Louis Daily Republic
40c.
St. Louis Daily Post Dispatch
San rancisco Daily Chronicle
tc.
65c.
San Francisco Daily Examiner
1"

85c.
Los Angeles Daily Times
We can also save you about twenty-fiv- e
per cent, on all magazine periodicals
Nolan's,
and weekly papers.
Opposite Postotlice.
25-t- f.

Plant Out Fruit Trees.
I am making arrangements to run a
first class stock of all the leading varieties of fruit trees adapted to this country
and aim to keep nothing but the finest
of trees. All who are going to plant
trees this spring will find it to their advantage to send me their orders, as I
will furnish everything wanted in the
tree line at reasonable prices.
I believe the people have had enough
of tree peddlers, so patronize a home
nursery. Send in your bills of wants at
once. Address
Clakk Roixiehh,
Silver City, N. M.
Capt. W. S. French, who has been to 2(itf.
Santa Fe in the interest of the cattle
Reduced Rates to Phoenix.
tirami Dill ana the Dili lor tho annexa
On March 10th and 11th tho Atchison,
tion of the Mogollón country to Grant Topeka and Santa le railroad will sell
round trip tickets to Pluenix, Arizona, at
county, returned last week.
rate of $29.00. Tickets will be limited to
I have the exclusive sale of Georue March 31st with a transit limit of live
Kindel's Comforters, equal to Down ane days each direction. Stop over privileges
at one half the cost. Size six by seven will bo allowed at any intermediate
feet.
Price reduced to $3 each for a point, within limit of tickets.
short time only.
This rate is made for persons wishing
O.C.IIinman.
to attend the celebration of the opening,
F. M. Galloway came in from the Bur of the Santa Fe, Pluenix and Preseott.
ros last Saturday. He is enthusiastic railway to be held at Pluenix March 11th,
over the outlook for the new gold camp 12th and 13th or the seventh biennial
of the Grand Lodge of Colorado,
which is being developed in the neigh- session
New Mexico and Arizona to be held at
borhood of Tulloch's ranch.
Pluenix commencing March 12th.
J. II. MlUKlK,
For Sale Ranch.
Agent.
Ranch of 80 acres, patented and on
record,50 acres tillable, 20 under cultiva- Royal Insurance Co. of Liverpool, Kiiglaud.
tion, well water, houses and corral and
Annual Statement January, 1st. 1N".
all but 5 acres under fence.
Goal govIn the United States
i7.tKW.2S9.3J
Assets
ernment land on three sides. Price Liabilities
Vtó2.72H.7J
do
$i00. Inquire at Eagi.e office.
do
Net su rpl us
$i IKlWHU

Mrs. Gusoskey, at Mogollón.
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
Martin Maher's.
S. B. Biddle was in from the Sanello
and attended the dance last week.
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery
at St. George Robinson's.
J. R. Johnson is back from an extended trip to Arizona and the Pacific coast.
Don't read vour neighbor's paper but
Bubs(Tile for The Eagle.
Prof. G. V. Miles returned from a
trip to Santa Fe last Friday afternoon.
Go to tho Broadway Hotel for meals.
It is the lK'st place in the city.
20
in
Ed. Larson was
from Lone mountain to the dance last Friday evening.
Buy your dailies, weeklies, periodicals
and magazines at Nolan's News Depot.
Commissioner Foster went to Santa Fe
last week to look in on the New Mexico
legislature.
Tub Eagle a vear and the World Almanac for $2. Send in your subscriptions.
0. P. Culbertson was in last Friday to
meet his brother who had just arrived
from Ashland, 0.
Bring your job work to The Eaoi.e of- John Bkock.man,
Pres.
Thos. F. Conway, Vice Pres.
J. W. Caiitkh, Cashier.
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
3539.
Dr. W. II. WThite returned last Friday
from a professional trip to the southern
part of the county.
Mrs. J. Black has reopened the
Hotel dining room where the lwst
SILVER CITY, N. M.
meals in the city ran lie had.
20
CAPITAL $50,000.
SURPLUS $14,000.
George 0. Smith arrived from Kan
Advanrea made on Gold and Silver Bullion.
sas last Thursday. He brought a Kan
DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
sas blizzard along with him.
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.

The

Site

City National

Bant,
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I

have

moved my
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Stock to the store next
door to the Silver City

ll

National Bank formerly

II

the Postoffice.

ww
1ST

I invite my OLD CUSTOMERS

and the PUBLIC GENERALLY to
fir

call and convince themselves that
y-

-

this will be the best place in
Grant Connty to purchase goods.

ly-

-

is?

AARON SCHUTZ.
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had been rendered making the injunction
restraining the territorial treasurer from
paying the employes of the legislature,
Councilmen and Representatives are
the employes of the legislature were deGetting Down to Work.
spondent, but a joint resolution was
promptly introduced in the house pro- The End of the SchhIoii
Drawing Near
other person or conflicts with another iding for an appropriation ot $tJ,ou tor
And There Yet KemaiiiR
Deal to
brand already recorded and the following the contingent expenses of each house.
Do.
section provides how a certified copy of The amount named was to be paid by
the territorial treasurer to the presiding
As the end of the legislative session the recorded brand may be obtained.
of each house to be by him
officer
Section 11 makes it unlawful for the
approaches, the legislators are working
as shall be ordered by each
disbursed
record
of
a
to
clerk
county
any
harder than ever. Up to the beginning probate
The resolution was intended to
of last week there has not taen many brand after the first of next August un- house.
important bills passed, although more less it shall have been first recorded in provide funds for the payment of the
employes. After coiwiderable wrangling
than half of the time allowed for the the territorial brand book.
the resolution was passed but it was
12
in
form
Section
the
which
prescribes
session of the legislature had expired.
promptly vetoed by the governor, so
A bill passed last week which is of the territorial brand taok shall bo print
that the attempt to evade tho injunction
great importance to the stockmen of the ed and what it shall contain.
Section 13 provided that no person, granted by Judge Laughlin was checked
territory. It is entitled an act relative
linn
or corporation shall have more than after having taen railroaded through
to brands and for other purposes. Sec
tion 1 of the act provides that "Every one brand for the increase, but that ani both houses in a few hours. The resoluperson, company or corporation owning mals acquired by purchase may be owned tion was introduced in the house by
Representative Pino and passed the
horses, mules, asses or neat cattle which in many marks and brands.
house by a vote of 18 to 5, the five who
delivered
sold
and
Animals
actually
to
are allowed range at large in this ter
ritory without an enclosure and to shall be accompanied by a written bill of voted against the resolution were Carr,
mingle with other stock of the same sale which shall be acknowledged before Christy, Clancey, Ilinkle and Mora. In
kind, shall have and adopt a mark and some oflicer authorized to take acknowl the council there were three who voted
against the resolution. They were Anbrand for such animals by which they edgements of deeds of conveyance.
Cattle branded with any brand not re cheta, Perea and Galles.
shall be marked and branded after such
Representative Carr has introduced a
brand shall have been recorded as re- corded as required by this act shall be
which makes some very important
bill
considered as unclaimed cattle and dis
quired by this act."
in the law in relation to mar
changes
misof
is
posed
made
2
a
accordingly.
It
Section provides that no brands
such as recorded under the prpvis demeanor for any butcher to kill any riages. The bill makes the securing of a
ions of the act shall be recognized in law unbranded cattle for market or to kill license obligatory in order to make a
cattle without taking from tho person marriage lawful and declares that mar
as evidence of ownership of stock.
Section 3 provides that brands record selling the same a bill of sale in writing riage is a civil contract.
The following marriages are declared
ed in accordance with the provisions of duly acknowledged.
Between
The passage of the bill was asked for to be incestuous and void:
the act shall be considered as the person
al property of the person causing the by the cattle sanitary board and is of parent and child, including grandparent
and grandchildren, brother and sister of
record to be made and shall be subject to great importance to stock men.
A bill has taen introduced in the half or wbole blood, uncles and nieces,
sale and assignment as other personal
council by Councilman Curry defining aunts ami nephews and first cousins.
property.
The Ancheta school fund bill was
Section 4 makes the cattle sanitary the boundary line between the countic
board the b:ard of registration of brands, ot drain and boeorro. This bill pro overwhelmingly defeated in the house,
and section 5 makes it the duty of the vides for the annexation of the Mogollón being tabled indefinitely by a vote of 19
board to procure a suitable book in country to Grant county. Some of the to 4. This bill provided for an annual
which to record the brands.
prominent residents of that part of So lew of from 3 to 5 mills for school pur
Section 6 provides that in prosecutions corro county are working hard for the poses. Now that the Hinkle bill has
for the unlawful taking, handling, killbill and the indications are that it will been killed in the council and the An
cheta bill has taen killed in the house,
ing or other unlawful disposition of ani- pass the council.
it is not likely that there will be any
A bill has passed the council whic
mals a certified copy of the brand under
provides that a tax not to exceed five further attempt at legislation on this
the seal of the cattle sanitary lx)ard,
by the secretary of the taard shall mills tin the dollar may be levied by the line at this session of the legislature.
A bill has passed the house changing
lie prima facie proof that the person own- boards of county commissioners to pay
the
law in regard to licenses. It reduces
is
ing the recorded brand theownerof tho the current expenses of the counties
tho amount required to ta paid by small
The bill caused considerable discussion
animal branded with such brand.
dealers but makes wholesale dealers pay
Section 7 makes it the duty of the some of the memtars of the counc
more. Under this bill dealers whose
county commissioners of each of the being in favor of keeping the old law
annual sales are under $10,000 a year
counties of the territory to cause the force which allows the levy of only 2
probate clerk of their respective counties nulls on the dollar lor the current ex will have to pay $10 instead of $20 as
to transcribe a list of the recorded marks penses of the counties. These memtars under the present law. Licenses are
and brands in their respective counties were in favor of having the counties get graduated up to dealers whose annual
and forward the same to the secretary of down to an economical basis, but tl sales are $200,000 who will have to pay
the cattle sanitary board on or lefore the majority of the councilmen were in favor an annual license of $;i00.
first of Julv next, and the next section of passing a law permitting the levy of
Although tho bill for the creation of
requires the secretary of the cattle sani tax sufficient to allow the counties
Florida county which was introduced in
tary board to transcrita t he list of marks get out of debt. It was shown that the council early in the session is dead,
and brands into the territorial brand there is only one county in the territory the Florida county scheme is far from
which has no floating indebtedness. being dead. Quiet work is taing put in
book.
Section 9 provides that, after the first The Lill passed by a vote of 9 to 3.
where, in the opinion of the promoters
After the decision of Judge Laughlin of the new county scheme, it will do the
day of August next any person desiring

BUSY

to adopt a mark or brand shall, before
using the same, forward to the secretary
of the cattle sanitary board a fac simile
of the brand with a fee of fifty cents and
the brand will be recorded unless it has
already been recorded in behalf of some
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most good and in the closing days of the
session the bill which has been prepared
will Ins pushed vigorously.
The bill providing for the increase in
pay for feeding the prisoners confined in
the county jails in the territory has been
signed by the governor and is now a law.
The new law provides for a slight increase in the compensation of sheriffs
for feeding prisoners.
There has been an important change
made in the law in relation to the inspection of coal oil. The law which was
passed at the last session of the legislature provided for the inspection of all
coal oil sold in the territory and no oil
could be sold which was under 150 degrees lire test. The new law reduced
the degree required to 120 and provides
that the oil shall have a specific gravity
of 415. The fee for inspection under the
new law is one cent a gallon and the inspector must turn over all fees collected
by him in excess of $2,000 to the territorial treasurer,
lie may retain $2,000 as
his salary.
There was a lively time in the bouse
when the message of the governor vetoing the bill providing for the payment of
the employes of the legislature was received by that body. A vote was taken
as to whether the bill should pass over
the veto which resulted in 15 in favor of
passing the bill over the veto and 7
against. The sneaker decided that 16
votes, which would be
of the
members of the house, were required to
pass the bill over the veto, but the decision of the chair was appealed from
and the appeal was sustained which, of
course, passed the bill over the veto.
Later the bill was passed in the council
over the veto.
The territorial auditor refused to issue
warrants to Speaker Dame and President
Curry and an intervener was tiled on
half of the presiding officers of the legislature asking that the injunction be so
modified as to allow the auditor to issue
the warrants. .Solicitor General Bart-leadvised the auditor not to issue the
warrants as provided in the joint resolution and the matter was argued before
Judge Laughlin on Friday afternoon.
On Saturday morning Judge Laughlin
two-thir-

tt
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the active cooperation of the Albuquer
que people, but such a measure is not
likely to pass.
As a last resort George Curry, president of the council, asked the court for
a peremptory writ of mandamus commanding the territorial auditor to issue
to him, in his ollicial capacity, a warrant
for $0,250. A. B. Fall and W. B. Chil-der- s
argued the case for Curry and
Solicitor General Bartlott argued the
case for the auditor. Judge Laughlin
took the matter under advisement at
the close of the argument Saturday
evening and on Monday afternoon rendered his decision dismissing the petition, thus finally disposing of the case.
A bill has bees introduced in the
council which provides that milk dealers
in all incorporated towns shall pay a
license of not less than $100 ami that
they shall give bond in the sum of not
less than $1,000 to sell pure and wholesome milk.
Hi'iitH Silver City.

The thermometer, last night, marked
all about the neighborhood of 25 or 25
degrees below zero.
This was the report of the instrument
in front of the postollice.
At the re.ñ- (Iiiti... (if TL'ii T
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tina is the coldest weather known in the
last fifteen years. Nevertheless, the
day has been a remarkably pleasant one,
and on the streets no overcoat has been
needed. Las Vegas Optic.
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The Turqiiolxe Camp.

Azure, Feb. 18. A brand new
and postmaster is the boast of this
live mining camp at present.
Thos. Parker has 5 men at work on the
Dorsey mine which adjoins the Azure
group on which 8 men are being worked
at present.
Prof. G. W. Miles has 6 men at work
on some good copper claims at Paschal,
one mile from here.
Geo. Cox also has some good copper
prospects that he intends to develop in
the near future.
Harry Hazlewood and Lee Dotson attended the A. O. U. W. ball the lóth
and must have had a rattling good time
by the expression on their genial countenances.
Prof. Miles passed through last evening on his way to inspect his bonanzas
heretofore mentioned.
John Wallace is back at his old stand
with the Azure Mining Co.after a couple
of weeks sojourn in your city.
More Axox.
post-ofii-

ce

Dr. Williams has returned from a trio
to Denver.

j,in
frolll

MeMillen was in town yesterday
Alius.

linH

mi-it-

.

,

.

John Elder was in
over last Monday

town

from

llan

J. W. Weiubrenner was over from
Central last Monday.
Robert Evans is in Denver undergoing
treatment for nervous trouble.
The Siempre Vive whist club meet at
the residence of V. C. Porterlield last
Saturday evening.
The roads in most parts of the county
The Ross family, which remained
are in fair condition again alter the'
here for quite an extended engagement,
storm of last week.
is now playhg to appreciative audiences
A party of hunters
went from thisj at Ilillsboro.
place- to Rincón last week on a hunt.!
They brought back a goodly number of
F.
birds, mostly duck and quail.
Rev. Prof. Selby will, on Sunday next,
V1h
AMI AiT,Tl)KT
take the place of the rector of the Epis-!rlheopal church, who will olliciate at Dem- I VCI 1 A V( ' V
lA 0U UiVi V lj'
ing. All are cordially invited to the ser- -

Lorenz,

Wm.

lj

VV

1

vices.

Quite a number of people are going
from this place to Georgetown next Friday to attend a banquet ami ball to be
given by the Masonic lodge and Eastern
rendered his decision and denied the star lodge of that place.
motion to deline and restrict the injunction in reference to the pay of the legisThe CLARK-WHITSON-LEITlative employes, so that the matter remains just where it was after the injunction was granted. The joint resolution
requiring the territorial auditor to pay
over the sum named is nullified by the
decision of Judge Laughlin and the employes will, in all probability, go with
empty pockets as far as getting pay out
El. PASO, TEXAS,
11!) Sun Frmirixcn SI.
of the territorial treasury is concerned.

Notary Pntue.
OHIceat

I'ost-oflie-

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.

CH

MUSICCO.

Now they are trying, in order to get revenge on Santa Fe, to get the bill auth-

orizing the restoration of the territorial
capital repealed. In this they will have

VFfiFTt
Piano.

AinUQUERQCE, N.
0!t lliiilrimd Airitiir.

M.,

Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
"Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, Twin v.
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the passage thereof a writ of injunction give democratic majorities. At the last
issued out of the honorable district court election Deining gave Laird, republican,
enjoining the territorial treasurer and over Kious, democrat, both living in
auditor from paying said employes,
Published overy Wodncsduy Morning by which said injunction was based on a Silver City, a majority of 90. Kious reA. J. LOOMIS.
provision of the organic act limiting the ceived 60 votes in the precinct to Laird
authority of your honorable body, and 150 and Metcalf, populist, 18.
Entered at tho postónico at Silver Olty,
tD pass
N. M., for transmission through tho malls at declaring that it had no power
For treasurer Rolich, republican,
any laws tor tins purpose. Tins injuncsecond class rates.
191 to Carvil, democrat, 33 while
tion has been made final, and is now in
OIHco on Yanklo Street betweon Texas and
populist, received 7.
Dennis,
full force, so that there is a decision of a
Arizona Streets.
branch of the government,
Advertising Hates on Application.
For sheriff Cipriano Raca, republican,
acting within the line ot its duty, hold- received 1Í4 to Raylor Shannon, dem(Subscription Kates, Postase Prepaid!
ing that the legislative assembly of the
year
Uno
$.oo territory has no power to enact laws for ocrat.
Six months
i.oo
For commissioner of the third district,
that reThree months
,o this purpose. It is
solution No. 12 (which I herewith return which is the district in which Deining is
SILVER CITY, N. M., FEBRUARY 20, 1MB. to your honorable body) is an attempt to located. Israel King, republican, redo indirectly what the court of this ter
demoritory has adjudged that it has no right ceived 127 votes to A. J. Clark,
Silver
59
to do. Recognizing as I do, the hard- crat 73. Roth of these gentlemen were
Load
3.00
ships entailed upon the employes who residents of Deining at the time of the
have served the territory heing thus de- election and Mr. Clark has resided there
prived of pay for their services, which
LEGISLA 77 VE EMI'LO YES.
wrong I would, in view of the past, glad- since the founding of the town, more
The decisión of Judge Laughlin as to ly right-i- f in my power, I also recognize than thirteen years.
the right of the New Mexico legislature the duty of giving full force and effect to
Oi1t of two democratic candidates for
to employ clerks, messengers, type- the decisions of each of the
the council and two for the house,
writers, sweepers, postmasters and other branches of the government. The wel George Curry was the only democrat on
fare of society, the peace and prosperity
servants of the two houses in addition of our country, the enforcement of law the legislative ticket who came out of
to those provided for by the laws of the and order are dependent largely upon Deining with a plurality, no democrat
United States and paid out of the federal the respect given to the decrees of the having received a majority of the votes
treasury, will no doubt put an end to an courts.
Whenever the citizens lose faith in the cast in that precinct for the legislature.
abuse which has been growing for many honesty and integrity of the courts, and
Out of a total of seventeen candidates
years past.
come to the conclusion that justice can only three democrats came out of DeinIt has been the custom for both houses not be maintained therein, then all order ing with majorities and only seven came
of the legislature to hire a number of and law ceases and the rule of the mob out with pluralities and yet the 1 lead-ligtakes its place. Everyone must there
clerks for whom there was nothing to do fore recognize the duty of all good cititalks about Deining being relied
but to draw their pay. This is done to zens to uphold the judiciary and see that upon for democratic majorities in this
reward political workers and oblige the the judicial ermine is not tarnished or county ! We reprint an article from the
Recognizing
taxpayers of the territory to foH the brought into disrespect.
this obligation, I believe it is to be the Headlight on page 11 which makes some
bills.
highest duty of all citizens, and especial- rather extravagant claims in view of the
The territory has been obliged to pay ly those occupying positions of trust and facts above stated which may Iks very
many thousands of dollars to useless em- prominence, to bow in humble oltedi-enc- e easily verified from the official vote of
to the decree of the courts and see
ployes within the past ten years and the
that they are given due respect, full this county last November. The elecDin tins year would have amounted to faith and credence. Relieving this, and tion was not held so long ago that resimore than $ 18,000 had it not leen for the that we are lound to obey this decision, dents of this county have forgotton bow
injunction which was granted by Judge I respectfully return this resolution the vote stood at Denting. The HeadLaughlin restraining the territorial treas- without my approval.
be a little more careful in
An attempt was made to pais the bill light should
urer from paying the employes, liven
'about the reliability
making
statements
after the injunction had been made per in the house over the veto and it only of Denting's democratic majority.
manent there was an attempt to defeat failed bv one vote. An appeal from the
it by the introduction in the house of a decision of the chair carried and the
Tim present legislature has made a big
joint resolution which provided for the measure was passed. It also passed the start toward undoing the beneficial legappropriation of if 12,500 for the contin council but a decision of Judge Laughlin islation in reference to the fees of coungent expenses of the two houses. This nullilied the act. Refore the injunc- ty ollicers which was passed by the last
amount was to be paid over by the ter- tion proceedings were commenced the legislature. If the laws in reference to
ritorial treasurer to the presiding ollicers employes bad already drawn nearly the fees had I teen allowed to remain on
of the two houses something after the $7,000 out of the territorial treasury.
of the terIf the exiK'rience of the employes during the statute b.iok, the counties
manner of the money which the legisla
would have had some prospect of
ritory
tors appropriated to themselves at the this session of the legislature will have a getting out of debt but with the fees
"last session of the legislature to defray tendency to restrain others in the future
practically replaced where they were
the expenses of a junketing ti ip to Den from seeking places for which there is previous to the time the new law went
of law, the territory will
ver, but this appropriation was for the no provision
into effect there is little hop.' for the taxto
a
very
profit
considerable extent.
purpose of paying the employes. Tne
payers. Tne rale of taxation will have
Judge
be
to
Laughlin
is
commended on
bill was promptly vetoed by the governor
to be increased in order to pay the counwho sent the following message to the the decision and it is to lie hoped that ty ollicers the increased fees.
there will be no further trouble concern
house:
I respectfully return to you house joint ing the pay of extra employes of the
Tiiiihouseoirepreyentativesdidn
it fall
resolution No. 12, passed by your honorin with the idea of President Cleveland
able body, and delivered to me
DEMOCRACY,
DEMFXU
I desire to call your attention to the
alniut issuing those gold Winds. The
fact that only a few days ago a joint reThe I) einiiig Headlight claims that the president will have to worry along for
solution passed the legislative assembly, legislature, being democratic, ought, as the present and issue
bonds wyalle in
and promptly received executive approval, providing for the payment of the a matter of politic1, r create a new coun coin. Congress is not yet ready to fast- salaries of the various employes of the ty wiih Denting as a county seat liecause en the gold standard irrevocably on the
house and council, ami that soon after Deining has always licen relied upon to country.

.....
....

ht

THR RAGLE
In view of recent developments it may
not be out of place to refer to the platform adopted by the two political parties
in this county last fall. In reference to
the salaries of county officials the democratic platform said :
We favor the honest and economical
administration
of county affairs and
pledge our unqualified support to the
law passed by the last legislature reducing the salaries of county officers.
The republican platform, which was
adopted three days after the democratic
platform, said :
Jlesolred, That we pledge to the people
an honest and economical administration of the county affairs, a strict compliance with the letter of the law by our
ollicials, anil opposition to all and any
legislation which will add to the burden
of taxation.
After having been elected on either of
these platforms it is not easy to see how
an official can ask the legislature for an
increase of fees.
1'ltHSIDKXT
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Voters in New Mexico will not have
occasion to vote for presidential electors
and state officers next year. The republican majority last fall saved them the
trouble of deciding as for what presidential electors they should cast their

A bill providing for the unlimited
coinage of silver is now before the senate
for consideration but it is not likely that
it will pass at this session. There is a
majority in the senate for silver but it is
a well known fact that the president
would veto any bill which provides for
the coinage of silver and in view of this
fact it is hardly probable that the senate
will pass the bill.

FREE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

&SK

this Thk Eagle for a year's subscription will be presented with a copy of
might, the World Almanac.

congress to issue gold bonds. He
call the next congress in extra session
after the 4th of March and nsk the republican house to puss his pet financial measure. The republicans ought to
hasten to do his bidding because he is
the one to whom they are indebted for
the republican majority in the house of
representatives.
Had Cleveland lieen
guided by democratic principles, the
next house would have been democratic.

TUB

AND ENCYCLOPEDIA

FOR

1890,

Tun (iermans are beginning to consider ihe advisability of returning to bimetallism. Some of the leading statesmen
of that country are convinced that, ilie
only way to keep up the trade rela ions
with Ihe eoiiniries which use silver is to
remoi!cii.e that metal. With lieruuiny,
England and France seriously
the silver question there is some prosper;
at least that something will he done in
this country. There is linle hope, however, that anything will he done while
Urover Cleveland occupies the presidential chair.

The Best Reference Book Printed.
A Volume of over 500 pages
It Treats 1,400 topics

TiimtK evidently were some of ihe employes of the legislature who did no;
like Representative Curr's poMiinn i reference to the pay of legislative employes. Some of them took occa-ioto
him a valentine us an expret.sk. oiilicir
feeling toward him. It o:dd huve been
more manly to have wai.ed on ,.r. Carr
vuleii-tin- e
than it was to .'end a
through the mail.

THE

Endorsed by STATESMEN,
EDUCATORS

u
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A.

Has Reached Such a State of Perfection That it is a Veritable
Encyclopedia of Facts, Statistics and Events Brought Down
to January First, 1895.
1895 volume is a whole library
itself.
One can hardly think

It tells
staelection
all about party platforms,
tistics, the new tariff, religions of the
earth, population everywhere, state and
government statistics, occupations of
men, foreign matters, literature, science

of a question it cannot answer.

I

TtiKitu is not very much lime remaining before Ihe adjournment of the legisof hills for the forlature for the pas.-ag-c
mation of new counties, but the advocates of the Florida county scheme will
probably he guilty of home very pernicious activi'y in regard o di,. ..mu i,.a
ters within the next week.

and

STUDENTS everywhere.

coii.-ideri-

fc
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GuaoNi.MO is not coining back to Arizona. The secretary of war is authority
for this statement and the newspapers
Evk.n the most, ardent advocate of
which have been printing articles about
the return of Gerónimo and his band of statehood must now begin to feel that
Apaches to Arizona may now contradict New Mexico will have to wait a few
the statements which they have made. years more before it gets into the union.
A democratic majority lust November
would have changed the future of the
Tub New Mexico legislature will adjourn on Thursday of next week. It territory.
may be expected that a good many bills
Juinik Lauoiii, is evidently knows his
will be rushed through at the last;
duty and is neither afraid nor ashamed
to perforin it.

llllS given Up llll

hope of getting permission from

:

and education.

It

is . . .

AMERICA'S STANDARD YEAR BOOK.
25 CENTS.
postpaid by mail,
Address THE WORLD, New York City.
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FOR THE NORMAL SCHOOL.
"Hill to Frovído for tho
Completion of the Normal School
Uullitlng.
Section 1. An issue of the bonds of
the territory of New Mexico is hereby
authorized and directed to be made in
the sum of thirty-fiv- e
thousand dollars,
to be known as territorial institutions
bonds. Such bonds shall be issued in
the denomination of one thousand dollars
each, bearing interest at the rate of live

Full Text of the

percent, per annum, interest payable
on the first days of January and July of each and every year,
until maturity, and principal and interest payable at such place as may be
agreed upon by the purchaser of said
bonds, in the city of New York, state of
New York, or in the city of Santa Fe, in
the territory of New Mexico, but to be
designated and mentioned on the face of
said bonds ; said bonds shall be signed
by the governor and treasurer of the
territory and countersigned by the auditor of public accounts, and shall be made
payable in thirty years from July 1st,
1895, but redeemable at the pleasure of
the territory at any time after ten years
from their date.
The same shall be
dated July 1st, 1895.
Section 2. The auditor of public accounts is hereby directed to levy a tax
sufficient to pay the interest on said
bonds, and to give notice of such assessment to the several oilieers who are
charged with the duty of assessment of
taxes in the Beveral counties of the territory, who shall assess the same in the
same manner that other taxes are required to be assessed for territorial purposes; and for. the final redemption of
the bonds there shall in the same manner be annually levied, after the expiration of ten years from the date of the
issue of said lionds, an annual tax snlli-cieto provide for the payment of such
bonds by or More the maturity thereof.
SiK-Section
bonds when so issued
shall be delivered, ten thousand dollars
of the face value thereof to the board of
regents of the normal school at Las
Yegas, ten thousand dollars to the board
of regents of the normal school at Silver
City, and fifteen thousand dollars to the
loard of regents of the New Mexico college of agriculture and mechanic arts, at
Las Cruces, and negotiated by the board of
regents of each of said territorial institu
lions to the best advantage possible, and
the proceeds thereof shall be used by
the board of regents of each of said territorial institutions, from the amount of
said bonds so delivered to them, in the
erection, completion and furnishing of
suitable buildings and other improvements that may be made under the direction of said board of regents for the
benefit of their respective institutions
and for the providing for the needed and
necessary furniture and furnishings of
semi-annuall-

FEBRUARY 20, 1895.

their respective institutions in such manThe Silver City
ner as to the board of regents may seem
best: Provided, however, Said bonds shall
not be sold under par, but the necessary
expense of their negotiation may be deDrives in DRY GOODS and
ducted or paid from the amount realCLOTHING
ized from the sale of said bonds or any
Special bargains in LADIES',
of them.
Section 4. This act shall take effect GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
and be in force from and after its passage. SHOES.
Also a full line of GLASSWARE and CROCKERY.
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
We sell everything CHEAP
FOR CASH.
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CUT PAPER

(IN ADVANCE.)
DAILY.
Ono your, by mall
Six months by mull
Three months by mall
Une month by mall
Sunday edition, (111 punes,) year

ST.no

3.75
1.90
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PATTERNS.

The Republic supplies Its lady readers with
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neglect. We have been imposed upon comodate the pupils. Of the United
some
so lone that we aredeemed easy victims States funds they have on hand
of
pay
purpose
for
exclusive
$25,000
the
About the only time that we are of any
Deming Wants to be Made a County particular consequence
employ
to
unable
are
but
ing
teachers,
a
demo
is when
of
Seat.
cratic majority is wanted for Grant coun- more or accomodate a larger number
$15of
The
of
lack
because
room.
ty and we have never failed to respond. pupils
used
be
for
to
is
At the Last Election Deming Gave a Plu000
asked
appropriation
there
But as soon as a campaign is over,
rality to Seven Democrats out of
only in enlarging the institution and
is no further use for Deming until an
Seventeen Candidates.
meeting other expenses for which none
has
time
The
needed.
is
other majority
of the United States money on hand is
we propose to assert our
The present legislative assembly at come when
legally available. New Mexican.
so
we propose to assert them
Santa Fe has already passed appropria rights and
recognireceive
will
they
The Kxtra Employes.
tion bills giving $75,000 for the rebuild strongly that
of the claims for a
ing of the capital at Santa Fe, $15,000 for tion. The justice
Associate Justice Laughin has issued
plainly apparent to the
theRoswell Military Institute, $30,000 nfiw cnuntv are
order restraining the territorial audit
an
Fe
Santa
of the legislature in
for the Las Vegas Insane asylum, $15, members
or
from allowing, and the territorial
public.
as well as the general
000 for the Las Cruces Agricultural colfrom paying, the claims of the
treasurer
We have asked for no favors in tne
lege, $10,000 for the Silver City normal
of the legislature for
employes
'extra"
nnst wft OIllv demand our right now
school, special levies for the establishIn this, Justice
services
rendered.
demo
being
The present legislature
ment of another normal school at Cerfollowed the plain letter of
Laughlin
has
to
a
ngiit
have
Deming,
in
rillos, and other institutions throughout cratic, we
recognition for loyalty the law. The federal employes of the
the territory, such as the Silver City hos- exnect substantial
work
do
past. There is no legislature are not able to all the
pitals, the school of mines at Socorro, to the party in the
legislatures have
former
and
necessary
uram
southern
the Las Vegas normal school and nu- doubt if Deming and
been in the habit of. employing extras
as loyal to the republi
been
had
cnuntv
For
Fe.
at
Santa
beneficiaries
merous
paying them out of the territorial
been to the demo- and
years past by every territorial assembly, pun nnrtv as we have
in the face of the statute. So
treasury
to
had
would not have
similar favors have been shown almost cratic.this section
long as these extras were limited to necwait to this late day for her rights
every city and town in New Mexico.
disposed to
nothing republican in our essary employes no one felt
Many of these places which have re- While there is
legislatures,
four
or
three
The
last
kick.
make up, we can not but recognize the
ceived favors at the hands of the territo
have lieen using the unlawful
people are likely to re- however,
ry have, together with other towns, had fact that our
to an extent that is simply out
privilege
leaders
whose
party
substantial recognition from the United fuse to support a
of all reason. Hence the injunction pro
of the party's interests
States government. Instance the land are so unmindful
ceedings and Justice Laughlin's order.
section lor past
oliices at Roswell, Clayton and Las and ungrateful to this
The council of the present legislature
Headlight.
Cruces. In fact,there is scarcely a town services. Deming
made an heroic effort to reduce the
in Sew Mexico of over 250 population
number of extra employes but it seems
The Agricultural College.
that has not received its share of pap
that the members of the house had made
Messrs. Thomas J. Hull and Demetrio
from the public teat. Deming is the nottoo many promises and so refused to cut
the
of
members
able exception. She has never had a Chaves, of Las Cruces,
the list. We are glad that the order
down
New Mexico agri
single penny for the establishment of an board of regents of the
issued. It will bring the statesbeen
has
on an
institution here and that, too, in face of cultural college, are in the capital
place hunters to their senses.
and
the
men
has been an
the fact that we are today a progressive important mission. There
is
that this order works a hardship
quarters that this It true
wide awake community of over 1,500 intimation from some
extraemployes who are neces
those
upon
not regular,
population, centrally situated and a nat- institution's finances were
transaction of
expeditious
to
the
sary
management prevailed m sev
ural commercial and railroad metropolis that bad
it is no more
legislature.but
by
the
This is an im
far better adapted for such favors than eral of its departments.
to draw
attempting
are
who
those
than
putation on the character of these gen
of the places mentioned.
s
pav without rendering services deserve.
can
Deming is not jealous of the prosperi tlemon and their collegues that they
employes
all told, seventy-fiv- e
de There are,
to
here
they
are
under,
and
rest
not
thirty-si- x
ty of other New Mexican towns. We
only
and
legislature
in the present
of the law
are only too glad to note these evidences maud fair play at the hands
members in both houses. This is an
anticipa
of thrift. The people hero have since makers. Some weeks ago, in
outrage upon the taxpayers. The evil
of the legislature
the birth of the town willingly paid tion of the assembling
has been growing for several years and it
passed a resolution
their proportion of the taxes made nec the board of regents
last come to lie looked upon as a
to ap has at
essary to support these institutions inviting and urging the assembly
by custom. Politicians have, in
right
Las truces
which have gone to build up other places. point a committee to visit
some instances, demanded a position for
accounts
and man
the
into
and examine
Yet, now, when we ask for our rights
themselves or their dependent relatives
college and station.
for the right of promoting our own inter auement of the
price of their allegiance to the
the as the
ests, for the management of our own af Copies of the resolution were sent to
for legislative honors. And the
candidate
far
fairs and the conduct of our own future legislature, but no action has thus
has too often compromised
candidate
now they come
by the creation of a new county, it is been taken thereon, and
by an accession to the demand.
himself
feeling
characterized by Grant, Sierra, Socorro to insist upon an investigation,
With the warning given them by Justice
as well T.niurlilin'H order these
individually
is
them
due
it
and
that
a
steal,
land
as
a
counties
Ana
and Dona
of the territory.
politicians will both lx more circumspect
grabbing scheme for fear that some of the as the tax payers
Also they will ask that an appropria and from circumspection win grow restream of territorial and governmental
which will
college to healthier public sentiment
favor might be diverted from them. Al tion of $15.000 be given the
dound to the benefit of the territory and
though Springer, Hillsboro and other meet its immediate and imperative the relief of the taxpayer. In this con
At present nection we are proud to add uuu me
towns of not half the size of Deming wants as reirards buildings.
158 councilman and representative from this
numbers
attendance
actual
have been accorded this right it is denied the
less menus on tne pay rou
pupils, more than double the number in district have any
us.
otners.anu inai ine.iew
than almost
managethey have are among those that will, by
The people of Deming and the south attendance under any former
necessary to use all
men, be considered necem end of Grant county are thoroughly ment, and it has been
Koswell Record.
essary.
ac
to
halls
the
and
room
president's
the
tired of this systematic and industrious
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a basis we have, it may be said, a demo void. It may be questioned whether or
cratic majority in this county of 25. not this statute applies to an indebtedNow if the precincts which are to be cut ness contracted by the territory. But
An Attempt to Make it a Political
off from Dona Ana county give more ipon an examination of the statute in
Issue.
than 25 republican majority, one of the question it will be seen that while the
counties either Grant or Florida must be first section of the statute applies to the
debts of subdivisions, such as counties,
Democrats Ankcd to Vote For the IHcamire republican.
On Purely Political Ground.
It is a well known fact that the repub cities and towns, the last section clearly
lican precincts which would be cut off in means that the indebtedness of the terrisame amount
to
I understand that the Florida county the creation of the county of Florida are tory is as well limited the
in this act
nothing
for
provides
"that
it
in
people are bringing considerable pres- the strongest republican precincts
as to affect the vaconstrued
be
so
shall
Dona
Ana
county
always
and
they
that
sure to bear on the democratic nienilers
of any act of any territorial legisla
of the legislature at Santa Fe to vote for give a much larger republican majority lidity
25. The democratic majority at ture heretofore enacted, nor to preclude
than
the creation of the county of Florida on
of
already contracted
the ground that the creation of this coun- Deming for Joseph over Catron was 27 the issuing bonds
of express provisions of
for
in
pursuance
2
in
or
more
the
the
than
total
majority
ty will be for the benefit of the democratic party of the territory and the county and this majority would probably law."
But in direct violation of this section
counties affected, but the fact is not dif- make Florida county democratic beyond
legislature has seen fit to provide
the
be
if
no
any
pre
to
question there were
ficult of demonstration that the division
another $75,000 of debts be saddled
that
to
from
Dona
added
and
Ana
cincts
it
it
would be of no Ixniefit whatever to the
upon
the already overtaxed and overburwould
also
reliably
county
Grant
make
counties of Grant and Florida nor to the
dened
people of New Mexico. It will
the republican precincts
territory, but it is barely possible that republican,-bunot
only
to
would
be
from
le a move favorable to Albu
county
Ana
added
Dona
there might be some lienclit gained by
but in the interest of the whole
querque,
re.
Florida
make
unquestionably
county
the democrats of Bona Ana by the crea
as
well, for us to take up the
territory
publican,
a
as
leaving
Dona
Ana
county
tion of the new county.
matter, and if a court of equity will enAccording to the latest plan proposed, probably democratic county.
The effort which has been made to join the issuing of the bonds it should lie
the county of Florida will take in a conconvince
the legislators that the demo- done at once. Courts have time and
siderable portion of the county of Dona
would be benefited by the again held that municipalities must not
cratic
party
Aa, the line extending as far as Hincón
of debts above
and giving to the proposed new county change was made in the interest of poli exceed the contracting
y
constitutional
fixed
or
limit
by
the
who
ticians
are
pres
under
the
unable,
altout 40 miles of the lino of the Atchi
If tried in this case
provisions.
of
ent
condition
things
to
have
affairs,
son, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad. The
precincts in the territory taken from come their own way and they are work there will doubtless be the same holding.
Dona Ana county are republican and ing with a will on the democrats in the And even if our democratic justices
the creation of the new county would re- legislature to get the county lines so ar- should not so decide, it would open the
of bond investors who not caring to
move quite a number of republican votes ranged that their own political fortunes eyes
from the county of Dona Ana and might will be advanced. It is not being done buy law suits would refuse to purchase
offered in the mar
give the democrats some show of carry- for the good of the democratic party of when the bonds are
all
if
even
these calculations
And
ket.
counties
the
interested
for
good
nor
the
ing the county. This is the only possible
would
it
fail,
the people of
should
place
of
the
democratic
of
party
the
territory
IxMiefit that could come to thedemocratic
osi-tiparty through the creation of the county as any one can see who will take the New Mexico in a more honorable
the
to
desire
they
repudiate
when
of
election returns
the two counties for
of Florida.
to
free
leave
to
refuse
bflnds,
and
them
six
past
the
and
the
out
figure
years
On the other hand, the republican
become
bonds
when
the
pay
debt
the
in
majorities
three
as
counties
the
they
precincts which would lie taken from
Dona Ana county and the republican would lie after the creation of Florida due. This is a question that our citizens
WTe are more diprecincts of Cooks, Iladley and the county. The precincts mav be relied should take hold of.
interested
any other part of
than
rectly
give
to
upon
re
the
substantially
same
lower Mimbres in this county which
Let
us
territory.
the
act and at once,
with
the
suits
changed
lines
county
as
would lie included in the new county of
Florida would more than overba'ance they did in the counties of Grant am and we will receive deserved support and
the democratic majority at Deming, thus Dona Ana and if they should the repub encouragement from every part of New
making the new county a republican iieans would certainly be in the lead in Mexico. Albuquerque Citizen.
county beyond the peradventure of a the counties of Grant and Florida. From
doubt. Without the precincts which a partv standpoint the county lines
would lie taken from this county in the should remain as they are now.

COUNTY

DIVISION.

t

stat-utar-

"

J. SMITH,

L.

formation of the new county, Grant
county would le hopelessly republican.
The effect of the creation of the new
county on local politics would lie simply
the exchange of a reliably democratic
county and a doubtful one for two reliably i ('publican counties and one county
which would probably be carried by the
democrats. Any one who cares to look
into the matter a little can easily see
how the democratic party would get the
worst of the bargain.
Last fall the democratic plurality for
delegate to congress in this county was
25.
The vote on delegate may lie taken
as the best index of the jwlitical complexion of the county and taking that as

Dkmociiat

THE CAPITOL BONDS.
The Alliucrciie Citizen Favors an Injtuic

General Repair Shop.
Guns and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.

Bicycles,

Kates Reasonable,
llroadway, opixisllo Broadway Hotel.

Hon KcMtralnhiK the IxHtie.
The proposition to issue $75,000 in
E. E. GANDARA.
bonds of the territory to aid in rebuilding
the capítol at Santa Fe has not receive
(OLI) AND SILVERSMITH.
the attention it merits, rroni a state
inent recently made by the auditor of Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
New Mexico, it is said that the territory
Neatly Done.
is now in debt more than $100,000 in ex
cess of the four per cent, limit prescrilied
PRICES REDUCED.
by congress, and above which limit, an
indebtedness, no dillicrenee how contract- Satisfaction Guaranteed.
ed or for what purpose, is absolutely
Yanlilc St. Silver (illy. N. M.
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THE SNUFF HABIT.
It

Ib Still Indulged in

by a Great

Many Americans.
A New York ToliarconUt

Gives Some

In-

Production mid Consumption
of tho Article.

If the ghost of a man of Queen Anne's
time could revisit this world in these
days it is probable that he would not
be more surprised by his deccndants'
advance in material achievements than
grieved at the general disappearance of
the snuff box, that indispensable article in the equipment of every gentleman of high fashion on which the
beaux of his age and of that succeeding
lavished extravagant sums.
An inquiry at any tobacconist's of the old
style und there are stiil a few in New
York would reveal the fact that the
community of the sneeze still exists
among a not inconsiderable number of
the moderns. If he chose to dip into the
United States internal revenue statistics he would find that the yearly production of snuff in this country is large
enough to insure to each inhabitant a
supply of at least two ounces, the total
output
averaging
eight million
pounds. And of snuff boxes, though
those of his day are now to be found
chiefly in collections of antiquarians, he
might yet find good store in a little
Sixth avenue shop a writer for the New
Yorlc Tribune knows of; not so elaborate as his own, but offering him his
choice of tortoise shell and papier
mache, tastefully inlaid with mother-of-pearof horn (recalling Sandy's
"mull") and of beechwood, the latter
carved in quaint designs. He might
even purchase the gold and silver receptacles if he found the right silversmith, for some of them are still made.
"We don't sell as many boxes as we
used to," said the dealer, because the
snuff comes in such convenient packages," a fact which won id again shock
our eighteenth century ghost and convince him that he had indeed fallen
upon evil days. As a matter of fact;
the principal consumers, in tins city, at
least, are foreigners, the
Hermans, French and Italians perhaps constituting the largest number. In the
days of the fashion there were as many
brands of snuff us there are now of
tobacco, but all that is changed now.
The varieties most in demand are
Lundyfoot, French, Scotch and
Lolzbcclt.
"They don't vary much in
price, except that Lot.beok, the only
imported one, is considerably higher
priced. The Irish seem to prefer
perhaps from the idea that the
name has an Irish origin, but it hasn't,
it is corrupted from a West India word,
'Maeabao.' Another of their favorites
is Lundyfoot, known ulso us Irish high
toast and Irish lilaekguard
Lundyfoot, according to t he sto y, was a Duo
lin tobacconist. Some of ids snair wmle
being dried in the kiln was .se.nviind,
and lie set a tub oí it outside ui.. i.lmp
for the poor to dip up as they pa:., vd
by. So many found the hi.'.i ilavor
l;

Alae-cobo-

Mae-cobo-

pleasant that the accidental high drying made his name famous, for it was
applied to the brand he afterward manufactured by that process. Curiously
enough, the Germans are fondest of a
French snuff known as Uambetta.
"My best customers are very reticent
about their
Many of
them say they are buying it for others,
and they make all sorts of ridiculous
excuses for buying. It seems to be a
habit people are ashamed of, and I
dare say some persons indulge it without the knowledge ' their families. I
have more women than men among my
customers, and, yes. some of them 'dip,'
Has snuff-takinmen as well as women.
any effect upon longevity? Well, I
lon't know. I lost one customer by
leath the other day, an old woman,
who bought snuff of me for fifty-tw- o
years. I have four or üve customers of
years' standing,
thirty or thirty-fiv- e
ind at least twenty who have traded
with me over twenty years."
snuff-takin-

teresting Information Ahout the

fri.-di- ,
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VICTORIA IS
Hut as She's a Quoun It Sounds Better to
Cull Iter Conservativo.
Queen Victoria is a remarkably conservative old lady so far as the routine
of life goes. She loves old customs and
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NEEDS NO PROTfcCTION.
England's Royal Family Moves Aboul
Without th Necessity of Guards.

The news that little Prince Edwarr.
numbered a detective and
constable among his suite of attendants savored of the ridiculous to those
who know with what absolute freedom
and safety the children and grandchildren of the queen move about their
own country, says a writer in St.
Paul's. The queen herself drives from
end to end of her various estates with
no more protection than can be
afforded by a middle-ageScotch
gillie. The prince of Wales, his brothers, and his son perambulate clubland and the West End in exactly the
same manner as do the most ordinary
of Englishmen.
Indeed, the prince of
Wales is scarcely ever attended by an
equerry, except when he rides in the
row. The princess and her daughters
drive all over London entirely unaccompanied, save when in the height of
the season a mounted policeman clears
the road for them through the park.
The duke of Yorlc takes linearly morning stroll in the Oreen park, invariably alone, while all the royal princesses walk down Itoud street, shop,
or drive in hansoms without anyone
either protecting or molesting them.
Apropos of police protection for royalty the prince of Wales has a funny
story against himself. He was in Paris,
and was strolling alone, as usual, one
fine morning, down the boulevards.
Stopping to chat to a friend, he commented with considerable glee on the
fact that he was abl to go about Parta
quite at his ease, and untrammelled by
guards, police, or ceremonies of any
kind, and that, in fact, nobody knew
him. The prince was immensely
amused afterward to learn that the
French government are not so careiess
as might be supposed, and that a large
staff of espiotis in plain clothes watch
the prince from morning till night, an I
that on the very day he made the hoa.-.lto his friend at least a score of police
were "shadowing" him at but a few
yards' distance.
of York

d

doesn't like new things not even new
furniture or new fashions. "When a
distinguished lady," it is said, "a few
years back, sent her children by her
majesty s request to indsor, she sent
them dressed us was and is still the
mode, in tucked blouse dresses without
sashes. Hut the queen consul- red that
no child should be brought to her in
other but full dress, and full dress in
her mind did not exist without the
smart sash she had always known.
And very courteously but firmly she
made objection to the little frocks, and
asked that the next time the countess
brought her children to her that 'she
would not forget the sashes.' "
The queen, says the New York Tribune, still wears the horrible congress
gaiters of thirty years ago in which her
foot shows no sign of Spanish instep.
Her children still address her in the
way which was fashionable when they
t'so of thn Tons.
were little things. No member of the
An
upon evolution which rearticle
then;
"Mother"
said
upper ciass ever
and from the eldest to the youngest cently anpeared in the New York Sun
referred to the tendency of the human
they still call the queen "Mamma."
infant to work its toes, which have at
this early period of life something of
Where Caribou Hoam.
About the slopes of Mount Katahdin, the flexibility and aptitude of fingers.
in Maine, and ranging the bogs and Examples of this ap;itude perpetuated
woodlands of the country at its foot, in the adult may sometimes be seen in
great herds of caribou pasture upon warm weather at the New York dock's
twigs, bark and the marsh grass and aboard sailing vessels where Lascars
moss, from which latter they will have are employed as sailors. These active
to scrape the snow with their forefeet, little barefooted men in fezzes and
as their kindred, the Lapland and Si- suits of blue dungaree make free use
berian reindeer, do. They are mi- of their toes in climbing the rigging,
gratory animals, covering wide regions and it is nn interesting sight to see one
in their travels, and appearing unex- of them in tarring down a backstay
pectedly in localities which, after a run backward and forward upon the
period, they are apt to leave with taut rope holding to it by one hand,
equal suddenness. A single herd re- and by his feet, in which the great tot
cently seen near Mount Katahdin was is used in the manner of a thumb. This
estimated to number two hundred toe is siightly separated from the othcaribou. In size the caribou stands ers, and from the use made of it in
between the deer and the moose, and climbing acquires a distinctive shape
his appearance and habits are essen- suggestive of the corresponding mera-- ,
bers upon the simian foot.
tially those of the Arctic reindeer.
.

.
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i'liose alleged years of quiet and seclu
sion were a season of reflection, study,
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GEORGE

WASHINGTON.
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.ni1'1

l

l'1'1

in

J

S

;v::rded as a man of the most profound

preparation and experience, a making
ready for the trying times of
through which he passed with such
honor as to win imperishable renown.
A story has been published several
times within very recent years, to the
effect that Washington, immediately
after his retirement from the otlice of
president, sent a friend to demand an
pology from Jefterson for alleged
defamation of character, under threat
of a challenge to fight a duel. This ac
count, which adds that Jefferson, m
craven spirit, made abject submission,
.! as direct
a libel upon the heroic
author of the Declaration of Independ- nce us it is a slander upon the char
acter of Washington. The latter was
dueling
opposed ' to
undoubtedly
throughout his life. His views upon
this subject were clearly set forth in a
letter to La Fayette, evoked by a re- pest from the hitter for permission to
ill out-- ' some oliicial who had okend- cd him. The courage of Washington
was so invincible and so universally admitted that, even in his young manhood, he dared to apologize to a neighbor who had knocked him down, rather than to do himself and his assailant
the gross wrong of engaging in a deadly combat.
aslungton was an example in tem
perance. Charitable as was his nature
he could with difficulty find excuse for
extravagance in conduct or appetite.
.a nis boyhood he adopted a rule which
lie
followed throrgh life,
"Slake no show oí .r.king great delight
n your victuals, neilher find fault with
hat you eat." lie was always a man
Í simple tastes at the table, eating
'.(.eríully of what was set before him.
; is views on excess
in drinking were
iequently embodied in writing, and

knowledge upon affairs of stale, and
lib, counsels were received with the
highest favor by his associates. The
ROSSKK
COBBE.
HY WILLIAM
nine years of the fifteen referred
is, from 17(ir) to ITT I, were
). tluit
The father of his country took the
almost constant agitation
..larked
by
greatest possible interest throughout
election to congress,
his
in
em
f
liis life in all matters relating to interhe at once became chairman of
nal improvements, and busied himself where
in funhcring measures designed for
the ptiblij good. There is now in existence in Norfolk, Va., or was a short
time ajro, m organization known as
tin; Di.i. v.il Swamp company, of which
(ieorgi- i':i';lihvfton was the first president, and its e.';istence has been continuous sin :e his time. This company has
foritHohjc.it the drainage of the vast
and fei'uh: swamp lands of eastern
North Carolina and Virginia, and the
present Dismal Swamp canal was the
outcome! of that movement. Washington, in the enumeration of his assets,
in a paper attached to his last will,
mentions a large amount of sluuk held
i , him in the Dismal Swamp company,
which had purchased a very large tract
of the swamp land, ull of which
lias not yet passed out of its hands,
lie more than once visited the proper
ty, which was t hen almost inaccessible,
and which lies in near proximity to
A GLIMPSE OF MOUNT VERNON.
picturesque Lake Drummond, made
always in condemnation of the evil
immortal by i liornas Moore.
habit. His chief cause for grievance
The lifteen years following his mar::;';ainst a distinguished general of Hie
riage are usually termed years of seclusion by (he historian; yet Washington
.my was the weakness of that officer
'
direction, which was only too
i t.iis
took a most active part in political
kiinly shown upon a certain nemor-"jl- e
ülúiirs in these years, was a member of
occasion.
Tobacco he literally
tlie house of burgesses, and probably
.'j:iiiiinited, not only never having
more than any other man contributed
:,;etl it himself, but also finding no
to the universal sentiment of hostility
WASHINGTON MONUMENT.
for others who persisted in smok-o- r
to the stamp act. Like Jefferson, he
chewing. It was a maxim of i he
was not gifted in oratory, but he was the' committee on military affairs,
-
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FLY AN DirOili'ANT FACTOR.
illustrious man that the human creature owed it to himself and Uod to
keep clean the body and. the brain, that
Jefferson was fond of telling a story
both might attain best possible results which illustrates in a forcible manner
and do best possible work.
the importance that absurdly insignifiWashington was never a bright cant matters r.iav sometimes assume.
scholar at school and never was a When the deliberative body that gave
learned man. He did not attempt to the world the Declaration of Indeacquire a knowledge of the ancient pendence was in session its proceedings
classics, but did obtain a most intimate were conducted in a hall close to which
acquaintance with figures and was was situated a livery stable.
The
trained to methodical practical work, weather
and from
was warm,
as the diary and detailed accounts he the stable came swarms of flies
kept of his affairs throughout his life that lighted on the legs of the honorclearly proved. That he profited by able members, and biting through the
his schooling and that he was a youth thin silk stojkings then in fashion gave
of far more than average ability arc minute annoyance, it was no uncom
clearly proven in the fact that Lord mon sight, said Jefferson, to see a memFairfax employed him at the age of six-- ber making a speech with a large
een to malte surveys oí his immense handkerchief in hand and pausing at
landed possessions in upper Virginia; a every moment to thrash the flics from
task that involved three years of ardu- his thinly protected calves. The opinous and dangerous labor.
ion of the body was not unanimous in
Washington was a thoroughly prac favor of the document, and, under
tical and successful farmer, deviating other circumstances, discussion might
from a universal rule of Virginia plan have been protracted for days, if not
ters in being his own overseer and di weeks, but the Hies were intolerable.
rector, although, like them, he had a Efforts were made to iind another hall,
man who nominally filled that position free from the pests, but in vain. As
As a legislator 1'atrick Henry said ol the weather became warmer the flies
him, in 1774, that "for solid information grew worse, and the Happing of handand sound judgment he was the great kerchiefs was heard all over the hall as
est man in congress." He was the an accompaniment to the voices of the
master spirit of the continental con speakers. In despair at last some one
vention of 1787 and to his efforts almost suggested that matters be hurried so
solely are due the unification of the that the body might adjourn and get
several states under a common govern away from the Hies. There were a few
ment. Admittedly he would have mild protests, but no one heeded them,
saved Ilraddock, had his counsels been the immortal declaration was hurriedly
heeded, and as general of the American copied, and, with the handkerchiefs in
army his military genius excited the hand lighting flies as they came, the
astonishment and admiration of the members hastened up to the table to
world. His career as civil ruler of the sign the authentic copy and leave the
new nation won for him the applause Hies in the li'.rjh. Had it not been for
of all rulers and the approval of an en- the livery stable and its inmates there
tire country. Washington's was a char- is no telling when the document would
acter that was nearly perfectly poised; have been completed, but it certainly
yet great in everything, withal".
would not have been signed on the
Like Lincoln, Washington was tall, Fourth.
and unlike him was very handsome.
He was also possessed of great WASHINGTON LIVED
HERE.
strength, that continued through life;
and in his youth he excelled h ;:!!
The little state of New Jersey, as
Throughout. HiV h." was
ly exercises.
an expert horseman and r.h.v.y at- every schoolboy knows, was the scene
tracted attention and e:::iUl ;ul..:ira-tio- n of many stirring events during the revolution, and almost every city, town
when riding a spirited ani!:".;.l.
No mjn could be more re:: tuabta and hamlet has, or claims to have, a
in landmark of which its inhabitants aro
than Washington, or readier to
very proud and delight to point out to
lie;!,
subwhen public interest was
visitors.
While there is no doubt of the
served thereby; yet none could be
insistent than he, none more linn, authenticity of the claims made for
many of these places, they have cerwhen duty led in this direction.
A peculiarity of Washington war. his tainly lost nothing by the traditions
w!ii:!i
does wilh which they are surrounded. As
ornate
handwriting,
violence to a commonly nvjc;
idea in many other parts of the country,
that character and general i:i.'.i .'..l'.:::li however, some of these monuments
ty may be determined iy ones o. i urog which should have the greatest claims
raphy. As a fact Washington's per on the American people from a historicsonal tastes were very simple. When al point of view have been neglected,
he became president there was some apparently forgot ten and allowed to go
chow of official display, but herein he to decay and ruin. In the march of
lollowed a universal custom and one history and progress they have been
that in no sense reflected his own lost night of.
One of these is the old Iterrian house
Wishes and feelings. He believed that
Kocky Hill
at
It was in this house
to
reserve and display are neees:;nry
the preservation of proper regard for that Washington resided for many
the high oilice of chief magistrate. Ihe months, and among other acts wrote
courtesy and deference he exacted as his farewell address to the continental
president he invariably accorded his army. The house is an
successor when ho became a private structure, with large square rooms and
low ceilings to retain the heat from the
citizen.
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WIIEBE WASHINGTON WUOTE

TÜK

FARK-WKI.-

r.

ADIIHESS.

hickory and oak logs burned in the big
open fireplaces. At the time that Gen.
Washington occupied the house it was
the homestead of the family of Judge
John lierrian, one of the oldest families in the slate, which at that timo
owned vast tracts of land, obtained by
grants from the crown. Judge lierrian,
when the clash came,, remained loyal
to the American cause, and his house
became a refuge for (ten. Washington
on more

than

one occasion.

S(iu'lcliert.
I started nut most earnestly
To Imil'MP ere. t (Jcnrao's urtt.
I cut my f i tier's rlnrv: ireo,
Bui wus well panl.ril for Ik
A riCTTKK

I1U)H NKW YORK

Why Gotham's youngsters consider
George Washington the father of his
country. Life.
Not

AlWM.VH.

"What do we learn from the history
of Washington?"
"We learn that the veracity of the
father of a country is not always transmitted to posterity."
Detroit Free
Press.

t
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Official

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

THE SUN.

FEDERAL.

I A. ANCHETA,

J- -

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Will practico In all the courts of the territory. Criminal law a specialty. Ofllce
corner Texas and Burins streets.
NEW MEXICO.
SILVER CITY
TAMES 8. FIELDER,

0

Directory.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Delegate to Congress
Governor
Secretary
Chief Justice

Anthony Joseph,
W. T. Thornton,
Lorlon Miller.
Thomas Smith,
N. C. (Jollier,
II. Ii. Hamilton.
N. B. LauKhlin,
G. D. llantz,

1

Territory.
-

first of American Newspapers,

CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.

Associates
J

L.W.Lenoir, Clerk Third Judicial District
Office over Silver f!ltv National Bank.
Surveyor General
F. Easley,
N. M.' Charles M.
SILVER CITY
U. S. Collector
Shannon,
Charles
Attorney
U.S.
B. Hommingway,
District
J.
II L. l'ICKETT,
u. a. marsnai
h.awaru li. Hall,
11.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
U.S.
Marshal
Deputy
Loomls,
W.
H.
U. 8. Coal Mine Inspector
N. M J. W. Fleming,
SILVER CITY,
J. II Walker, Santa Fo Register Land Office
Pedro Delgado, Santa Fe Kec'v r Land omce
II. HARLLEE,
A
John D. Bryan, LasCruces Heg r Land Ulllco
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
J. P. Ascarate. Las Cruces. Rec'v'r L'd Office
N. M. Richard Young, Roswell
SILVER CITY
Reg'r Land Olllco
W. U. cosgrove. Koswell,
Hoc v r winn omce
M.
GINN.
W. W. Boyle, Clayton,
Reg'r Land Office
JOHN
o
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
uec v r liiinu unicu
u. v. I'lCKeis, wayton,
Will practice In all the Courts of tlie
SILVER CITY.

The

The American Constitution, tho American
Idea, the American Spirit. These first, last,
and all tho timo, forever.
Daily, by mall

$0

a year

Dally and Sunday, by mail

$8

a year

Tho Weekly

$1

a year

TEIIKITOKIAL.

-

N.

M

Solicitor General
J. P. Victory,
District attorney
J. H. Crist, Santa Fe,
p T. PHILLIPS,
S. H. iVewcoml), Las Unices,
V. PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
"
"
W. II. Whlteman. Alh'nuo,
Ofllco at Bailey's driin Store. Rooms
at A. 11. llarlleo. Silver (Jlty,
Dr. Bailey's residence.
"
"
II. M. Damrlierty, Socorro,
is the greatest Sunday Newspaper
"
"
N. M L. C. Fort, Las Vegas,
SILVER CITY
"
Eddy,
Franklin,
John
in the world.
Llorarían
Jose Segura,
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Clerk Supreme Court
U.S. Clancy,
1) A. M.
E. H. Henrmann.SuDorintendent Penitentiary
mail, $2 a year.
JU Silver City Chapter. No. 2. at Masonic Geo. W. Knaeljel,
Adjutant General Price 5c. a copy. By
Hall. Recular convocations on 8d Wednes
Ii. ,l. mien,
Treasurer
day evening of each month. All companions Demetrio Perez.
Auditor
Address TIIK SUN, New York.
Supt. of Schools
uivitcu to attend.
k. uosuhove, ii. l' Amado Chavez,
1'Eititr B. Lady, Sec'y.
M. S. Hart,
coal Oil inspector

The Sunday Sun

F.&A.

A

M.

Silver City Lodtie, No.
il
ic nail, over Silver City

8.

Meets

at

Mason

COURT OF PRIVATE

LAND CLAIMS.

Nat I Bank, the
Thursday evening on or before the full moon
Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa, Chief Justice.
each month. All visiting brothers Invited to
Asscx'late Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of Col
u. Hennett, v. m
attend.
orado;
Thomas C. Fuller of North Carolina;
1'EitiiY B. Lady, Sec'y.
William M. Murray, of Tennessee: Henry 0.
Sluss.
of
Kansas.
n
of Missouri, United
Matt G. Reynolds.
U. silver City Chapter No. 3,0. E. S. Meets
rvi;ry isl itiiu oil j uesuay in earn mouMI III States Attorney.
Masonic Hall. Mrs. E. 0. T. Wakren, W. M
Mus. Nei.i.y B. Lady, Sec'y.
COUNTY.

r

I Jas L. Rldcelv Kiicamnment, No. 1. niiwts
imiüu ano 4t.li Wednesdays or each month
Baylor Shannon,
Visiting patriarchs cordially invited.
A. E. Atkins, C. P. A. B. Laird,
T. N. Guilders,
J. J. Kelly, scribe.
G. R. Brown,
T O. O. F.
S. S. Branulu,
1 Isaac Tiffany Lodge. No. 13, meets at Odd A. ,1. Clark,
Fellows' Hall. Bank buildlnir. Snt.iirrlnv iv- - Thomas Foster
enings. Members of the order cordially ln- - B. T. Link,
vncu uj attend.
i. r. JONES, IN. U
Wm. Cassman. Sec'y.
T O. O. F.

i Helen Lodire. No. 7. Rebekab Dorrron
Meetings second and fourth Friday nights In
earn month, at nan or i. ft. Tlllany Lodge No,
i.). nan minding.
MitH.m.A.ciui.DKlis.N. u
MIW8

V

I KARI DOTSON.SeC'y

A

W.
W.

LAME BACK.

DEBILITY, Etc.

CITY

Mayor

Treasurer
Clerk
Attorney
Marshal

Wm. F. Lorcnz,

Frank Wright,
Cantley,

C. L.

BOARD OF EDUCATION.

Meets on

Wm. Brahm,

O. N. Wood,
R. L. Powel.
COUNCILMEN.

White,
Martin Maher
M. K.

O. II. W.

montn.

SCIATICA,

Treasurer

Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
School Superintendent

Fleming,
Carter.

OF P.

IV, Meets 2d and 4th Tuesday nights of each
month, at Odd Fellow's Hall. Visiting Knights
j. ft. white, U. u
invited.
J. J. Sheridan, K. R & S.

A,

J.
J.

LUMBAGO,

Probate Judge

R. V. Newsham,
N. A. Bolich,
E. M. Young.

O. O.F.

RHEUMATISM,

the

1st and 3d Tuesday of each

i'euow worumen cordially Invited

E. M. Young, Rec.

V. li, UANTLEY, M.

Jas. Glllett,

Geo. I). Jones.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

1'

L. A. Skelly
St. George Robinson

WHY BE SICK
When a trifle will buy the greatest healing
Nanden'a Electric
invention of the day?
Belt In a completo body battery for self,

lr.

treatment, and guaranteed, or money
refunded. It will cure without medicino
Itheiimnllsni, Lumbago, Nclatlca, Lame
Hack, Kidney and Liver t'ompliilnls,
Nervous lebllity, Weakness, I.onncn,
all c licet of early IndlNrre
lralns and
lion or excess. To weak men It In the
greatest possible boon, as the mild,
soothing electric current I applied
direct to the nerve centers and improvements are felt from the first hour used.
A pocket edition of the celebrated electro-

Chief
Assistant Chief
Silver City Post oillce.
C. C. Whitehlll
Foreman, R. It. lioso Co.
Office open dally except Sunday from 8 a.m Steve I'hlo
Foreman, J. W. F. Hose Co
W, F. Loreuz Foreman. Hook and LuddorCo
to 7 o. m.
Open Sundays from 9 to 9:40 a, m., and one
hour after arrival of railway mall.
TOPEKA & SANTA FE
Money order department open dally except ATCHISON,
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
mmuiiys immnii. ill. lot) p.m.
medical work,
Mall closes for Fort Bayard. Central, Han
In Effect August 8, 1894.
over, Georgetown and alt railroad points dal
ly at 9:40 a. m.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermedl
ate points at 8 a. m., Mondays, Wednesdays
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:15 o. m.
Mull arrives from the cast, west and south
uaiiy at 4 p. m.
Mall arrives from Mo:olloii and Intermodl
ate points at 7 a. m., Wednesdays, Fridays

and Sundavs.
Mall arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
sunuuys at h:.hj a. m.
L. A. Skem.y. Postmaster

No.

MB.

destination.

Arrives..
4:00 p. m.
"
1:10
"
12:40
11:45 a, m.
"
10:40
"
8:05
5:20 a. m.

Leave.

Silver City
J
I

Demhnr

Nutt

Rincón
Las Cruces
El Paso

No. 805.

Departs.
10:10 a. m.
I ,3:41)
f i2;.To u. ,.
1:40 p. m.
"
3:20
"
5:08
7:40 p. m.

Arrives.
John II. Mihxie. Agent.

"Three Classes of Men,"

Illustrated, Is Rent free, sealed, by mall upon
application. Every young, middle-age- d
or old man suffering the slightest weakness
should read it. It will show an eaNy, mire
and Npeedy way to regain strength and
health when everything clue ban failed.

TheSANDEN ELECTRIC CO.,

No. 920 Sixteenth St., Denver, CoL
Also New Tork, Chicago A London, Eng.
Largest
Concern in the World I
Electro-Medic-

al

